2021 Pro Masters Worlds
Harmon Hills DGC v2

**General course rules** - All streets and beyond are OB

**Hole 2** - Parking area on left is OB (marked with stakes and string). Property line (long) is OB (marked with stakes and string). Sinkhole (past basket) is Relief Area (806.04). If your lie is inside marked area, next shot is restricted to drop zone (no penalty).

**Hole 3** - Property line on left is OB (marked with stakes and string)

**Hole 4** - Property line on left is OB (marked with stakes and string) Sinkhole is Relief Area (806.04). If your lie is inside marked area, next shot is restricted to drop zone (no penalty).

**Hole 5** - Sinkhole is Relief Area (806.04). If your lie is inside marked area, next shot is restricted to drop zone (no penalty).

**Hole 6** - Mando - Must pass on right. Tee pad serves as drop zone for missed mandatory. Sinkhole is Relief Area (806.04). If your lie is inside marked area, next shot is restricted to drop zone (no penalty).

**Hole 7** - Pavilion and tent area is OB, marked by paint line. Cave area behind basket is OB (marked with stakes and string).

**Hole 8** - Mando - Must pass on Left. Tee pad serves as drop zone for missed mandatory. Cave area on right is OB (marked with stakes and string). Let spotter retrieve discs!!

**Hole 9** - Cave area on right is OB (marked with stakes and string). Woodshed and old clubhouse area are OB (marked with paint line).

**Hole 12** - Cornfield and ditch area are OB (marked with paint line).

**Hole 14** - Property line on far left is OB (marked with stakes and string).

**Hole 15** - Property line on right is OB (marked with stakes and string)

**Hole 16** - Property line on right is OB. 2-meter relief granted on this hole ONLY.

**Hole 17** - Sinkhole is Relief Area (806.04). If your lie is inside marked area, next shot is restricted to drop zone (no penalty).

**Hole 18** - Sinkhole on right is OB. White fence and old clubhouse area as well as woodshed on Hole 9 is OB (marked with paint line).